AMBIGUOUS LAW: THE RIGHT TO BARGAIN FOR JOB SECURITY IN COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS

ELIZABETH SHI*

This article argues that the current provisions which govern job security clauses in collective agreements are ambiguous and problematic. Specifically, the ‘permitted matters’ law is unclear and inconsistently interpreted. Cases which concern almost identical job security clauses have received different treatments. The requirement to consider ‘the interests of employees and employers’ when arbitrating workplace determinations is also ambiguous. It is unclear whether employees’ job security is an interest that should be taken into account, and if so, how much weight should be placed on this consideration. This article argues that the law should be amended to address these ambiguities and to ensure more predictable and fairer outcomes. In contrast with the current provisions, the abolished rules ‘prohibited content’ were clearer and less ambiguous.

I: INTRODUCTION

It is the duty of a democratic parliament to enact statute which is clear, unambiguous, readily applicable and unproblematic so that it can be understood and followed without difficulty. As legal philosopher Wesley Hohfeld sagaciously observed ‘chameleon-hued words are a peril both to clear thought and to lucid expression.’

This article will argue that the right to bargain for job security in collective agreements in the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (‘Fair Work Act 2009’) is not clear, unambiguous, readily applicable and unproblematic. The law is unclear because it lacks detail and specificity, both in the provisions themselves and in the explanation of the law provided by the Parliament.

Prior to the Fair Work Act 2009, the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth) (‘Work Choices’) prohibited specific matters from being included in employment agreement negotiations and outcomes. These ‘prohibited content’ rules included restrictions on the engagement of independent contractors and labour-hire workers and requirements relating to the conditions of their engagement. These restrictions and requirements were described as ‘job security clauses’. Under the ‘prohibited content’ rules, if a trade union chose to pursue claims for job security clauses, then the trade union would lose their right to take protected industrial action. If an employer chose to agree to job security clauses, it would face potential legal action. The prohibited content laws were unambiguous and clear. The Fair Work Act 2009 has now abolished the ‘prohibited content’ rules, so job security clauses are no longer prohibited in
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enterprise agreements certified under the Act. However, Parliament did not explain its intentions in regulating job security clauses.

This article will argue that the precedents dealing with ‘permitted matters’ are unclear and inconsistent. The Explanatory Memorandum provides only limited guidance on which job security clauses fall into the definition of ‘permitted matters’.6 Further, this article will argue that when making workplace determinations, the Fair Work Act 2009 requires the Fair Work Commission (‘FWC’) to take account of ‘the interests of employees and employers who will be covered by the determination’;7 but the meaning of this is ambiguous. The article will argue that it is unclear whether employees’ job security is an interest that should be taken into account, and if so, how much weight should be placed on this interest. The explanatory memorandum provides no guidance on this question either.8 The interpretations in Transport Workers’ Union of Australia v Qantas Airways Ltd9 (‘Qantas Workplace Determination’) will be discussed and used to illustrate the lack of clarity.10

Both ‘permitted matters’ and ‘interests of employees and employers’ will be considered in this article because both provisions have a direct impact on job security clauses. For example, if a job security clause falls within ‘permitted matters’, then it is permissible for employees to take industrial action to bargain for the clause. If the ‘interests of employees and employers’ includes job security interests then arguably the FWC must do more than just pay lip service to job security interests in deciding on job security clauses.

It is conceded at the outset that Parliament did intend to grant FWC wide discretion.11 Despite this, it will be argued that the jurisprudence on these provisions is inconsistent and unpredictable, and therefore further legislative clarification is necessary.

II: THE DEFINITION OF JOB SECURITY AND JOB SECURITY CLAUSES

At the core of this article is the concept of job security. The word ‘security’ is defined in the Macquarie Dictionary as free from or not exposed to danger, safe, free from care, and without anxiety.12 According to Standing, ‘security’ means a sense of being in control over one’s development and activities.13

This article defines ‘job security’ as a state where an employee’s ‘reasonable and probable expectation of continued employment’ are being met; that is, the absence of fear of loss of employment. In the English case of Allen v Flood, Hawkin J explained this concept:

The daily labourer, whose tested character for steadiness, honesty, and industry has induced his master, as a matter of course, through a long series of years, week by week to renew or continue
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his employment finds in this the foundation for his ‘reasonable and probable expectation’ that he may rely on continual employment in the future.14

Generally speaking, when politicians, law makers, trade unions, and the media talk about ‘job security’, they are talking about meeting this expectation of continued employment.15 For the purposes of this article, a job security clause is defined as any intervention that restricts managerial decision making with regards to contracting out.16 Contracting out means hiring contractors who are not parties to a collective agreement to perform similar jobs to workers who are parties to a collective agreement.

A job security clause includes any clause that restricts contracting out, for example, a clause which states that contracting out is only permitted if internal employees are not interested in the jobs.

A job security clause also includes any clause that makes contracting out less attractive for an employer. For example, a clause which stipulates the employer must hire outside contractors on the same rates and conditions as the internal employees. Such a clause is commonly referred to as a ‘site rates clause’.17 The intention of the site rates clause is to make it less attractive for the employer to use outside labour, and to increase job security for direct employees.

Any clause that prohibits contracting out all together is also a job security clause. Such clauses are less common than the clauses which restrict or remove the incentive for contracting out.

Any clause that prohibits or restricts forced redundancies as a result of contracting out is also a job security clause.

By its very definition, job security clauses can be construed as an interference of managerial prerogatives. Once a job security clause is agreed to or arbitrated into an agreement, employers will not have complete freedom to do whatever they want in relation to hiring outside contractors. As will be discussed below, the view taken by FWC in the Qantas Workplace Determination was that key job security clauses were interfering with managerial prerogatives.
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III: PROHIBITED CONTENT PROVISIONS IN THE WORKPLACE RELATIONS ACT

Prior to the *Fair Work Act 2009*, Work Choices legislation prohibited an extensive list of matters from being included in employment agreements. The majority of these prohibited content related to employee and union rights and benefits.\(^{18}\) With regards to job security clauses, reg 8.5 of *Workplace Relations Regulation 2006* (Cth) stipulated that following job security clauses were prohibited content:

A term of a workplace agreement is prohibited content to the extent that it deals with the following:

…..

(h) restrictions on the engagement of independent contractors and requirements relating to the conditions of their engagement;

(i) restrictions on the engagement of labour hire workers, and requirements relating to the conditions of their engagement, imposed on an entity or person for whom the labour hire worker performs work under a contract with a labour hire agency

The prohibitions applied to both employees and employers. If a trade union chose to pursue claims for job security clauses, then the trade union would lose their right to take protected industrial action.\(^{19}\) If an employer chose to agree to job security clauses, it would face potential legal action.\(^ {20}\) The prohibited content restrictions led many unions to attempt to insert the prohibited terms into common law contracts or side agreements to operate alongside the statutory collective agreements.\(^ {21}\) This side-stepping strategy was only successful if the employer was willing to agree to the side agreements.

IV: JOB SECURITY CLAUSES AND PERMITTED MATTERS PROVISIONS IN THE FAIR WORK ACT

As will be discussed below, in the Qantas Workplace Determination the FWC rejected job security clauses because it was of the view that they interfered with managerial prerogatives. *Work Choices* legislation prohibited certain job security clauses from enterprise agreements.\(^ {22}\) The prohibitions were clear-cut and unequivocal. The *Fair Work Act 2009* has now abolished the
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‘prohibited content’ rules. Instead it confined the content of agreements to ‘permitted matters’ and deemed certain matters ‘unlawful terms’.

Section 172(1) stated that the enterprise agreements can be made about the following ‘permitted matters’:

- Matters pertaining to the relationship between an employer that will be covered by the agreement and that employer’s employees who will be covered by the agreement;
- Matters pertaining to the relationship between the employer or employers, and the employee organisation or employee organisations, that will be covered by the agreement;
- Deductions from wages for any purpose authorised by an employee who will be covered by the agreement;
- How the agreement will operate.

Employers have frequently argued that the job security clauses were not matters pertaining to the relationship between an employer or employer and employees and therefore were not permitted matters. For example it has been argued that the site rates clause was not a matter pertaining to the relationship between an employer and employees, because the clause did not govern the wages and conditions of employees. It only governed the wages and conditions of contractors.

What, then, was the meaning of ‘matters pertaining to the relationship between an employer or employer and employees’? The Explanatory Memoranda answered this question only to some extent by providing that certain clauses were matters pertaining, while certain other clauses were matters pertaining. The guidance provided was only partial and left many grey areas.

The Explanatory Memoranda stated that clauses that contain a general prohibition on the employer engaging labour hire employees or contractor were not matters pertaining to the relationship between an employer and employees, nor were clauses that contain a general prohibition on the employer employing casual employees.

Further, the explanatory memorandum stated:

It is intended that the following terms would be within the scope of permitted matters for the purpose of paragraph 172(1)(a): … Terms relating to conditions or requirements about employing casual employees or engaging labour hire or contractors if those terms sufficiently relate to employees’ job security – e.g. a term which provided that contractors must not be engaged on terms and conditions that would undercut the enterprise agreement.

It remains unclear what constitutes something which ‘sufficiently related to’ employees’ job security, other than the example given. A term which provided that contractors must not be engaged on terms and conditions that would undercut the enterprise agreement is basically a site
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rates clause. Therefore explanatory memorandum stipulates that a site rates clause was a ‘permitted matter’. Accordingly, site rates clause had been accepted as permitted content in a number of cases, including Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union v Coca-Cola Amatil and Flinders Operating Services Pty Ltd v Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical Services Union (Flinders).

Whilst the explanatory memorandum provided guidance on specific clauses such as site rates clauses, it did not provide guidance on many other types of job security clauses. Whilst it is true that there is indeed a substantial jurisprudence about matters pertaining, many parts of this jurisprudence are uncertain, incoherent and inconsistent. The following section demonstrates the uncertain, incoherent and inconsistent case law concerning job security clauses.

V: INCONSISTENCIES IN CASES INTERPRETING ‘PERMITTED MATTERS’

As discussed above, many parts of the jurisprudence of ‘permitted matters’ are uncertain, incoherent and inconsistent. Cases which concern almost identical job security clauses have often received very different treatments in different cases. The following two cases illustrate the inconsistencies.

In Flinders, the Australian Municipal Administrative Clerical and Services Union wanted to insert the following clauses which limited the circumstances in which supplementary labour may be used:

The Company may from time to time use supplementary labour for the absence of direct employees on extended leave, temporary vacancies and peak workloads in areas normally staffed by direct employees.

Direct employees will be given the option of working overtime and/or being called back to work before external personnel are engaged.
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Under these clauses, the employer could not use supplementary labour in circumstances other than absence, temporary vacancies or peak workloads, nor could it use supplementary labour without offering overtime or offering calling back direct employees first. The employer, Alinda Energy, refused to agree to these two clauses, as well as to other job security clauses proposed. The union then gave the employer formal notice to take industrial action. The employer then applied to FWC in order to stop the industrial action, arguing, among other things, that the above clauses were not permitted matters because they did not pertain to the relationship between the employer and employees. The employer argued that the clauses impermissibly restricted the employer’s ability to engage outside labour to meet its operational needs.

Deputy President Bartel rejected the employer’s argument. DP Bartel held that the clauses were permitted matters, because while these provisions may be construed as a partial restriction on the use of external employees, the overall intent is to maximise permanent employment. DP Bartel compared these clauses with a clause in Re Schefenacker Vision Systems Australia Pty Ltd, AWU, AMWU Certified Agreement (Schefenacker) which stipulated that the maximum level of labour hire workers to be 20% of total employees. In Schefenacker, the Full Bench ruled a 20% cap was a permitted matter. DP Bartel concluded that a 20% cap was arguably more restrictive than the clauses in Flinders, and therefore the clauses in Flinders should be construed as permitted matters.

The reasoning in Flinders appears quite logical. However a very similar clause was held not to be permitted content in the case of Australian Postal Corporation v Communication, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of Australia (Australian Postal Corporation). In Australian Postal Corporation, the trade union attempted to bargain for the following clause: ‘Australia Post must advertise every position internally and to only contract out a position if it is not wanted by an Australia Post employee.’

This clause was very similar to the clauses in Flinders which required the employer to offer overtime to existing employees, and to only hire from outside in circumstances of extended leave, peak vacancy and extended workloads. Australia Post argued that this clause was not a permitted matter, as it did not pertain to the relationship between the employer and employees. The Full Bench, consisting of Senior Deputy President Acton, Deputy President Hamilton and Commissioner Blair, agreed with Australia Post. The Full Bench cited French J’s judgment in Wesfarmers Premier Coal Ltd v Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union (No 2) (Wesfarmers). In that case, French J found that ‘provisions restricting or qualifying the employer’s right to use independent contractors’ are not matters pertaining to the employment relationship.
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Surprisingly, the Full Bench made absolutely no mention of that fact the Explanatory Memorandum to the *Fair Work Act 2009* expressly stated that clauses relating to conditions or requirements about employing casual employees or engaging labour hire or contractors are matters pertaining to the relationship between an employer and employees, if those clauses *sufficiently relate* to employees’ job security.46 The Full Bench failed to give any consideration to the question of whether the clause in question fitted into this category. Instead, the Full Bench relied heavily on the precedent set in *Wesfarmers*. *Wesfarmers* might be relevant but it was a case decided under the previous legislation, not the *Fair Work Act 2009*.

VI: UNCLEAR PROVISION OF ‘THE INTERESTS OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES’

The previous section has shown that parts of the jurisprudence of ‘permitted matters’ are unclear and inconsistent. This section will argue that the requirement to take into account ‘the interests of employers and employees’ when deciding on workplace determinations is also unclear. In particular, it is unclear whether employees’ job security is an interest that should be taken into account, and if so, how much weight should be placed on this interest. The explanatory memorandum does not provide guidance on this question.47

It must be pointed out that the context in which workplace determinations are made are different from the cases where appropriate parameters of workplace bargaining are determined, such as *Flinders* and *Australian Postal Corporation* discussed in section V of this article. There has been the longstanding legal principle in workplace determinations that any substantial interference with managerial prerogatives requires careful consideration.48

Despite this longstanding legal principle, s 275(c) provides that FWC must take into account interest of both employers and employees. However, the precise meaning of ‘the interests of employers and employees’ was not defined in the explanatory memoranda.49 Therefore the courts and FWC were given wide discretion in the interpretation.

In addition, the courts and FWC must also consider the following matters in deciding which terms to include in a workplace determination (broadly referred to as ‘merit grounds’):

Section 275

(d) the public interest;

(e) how productivity might be improved in the enterprise or enterprises concerned;

(f) the extent to which the conduct of the bargaining representatives was reasonable;

(g) the extent to which the bargaining representatives have complied with the good faith bargaining requirements;

(h) incentives to continue bargaining at a later time.
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VII: ‘INTERESTS OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES’ IN THE QANTAS WORKPLACE DETERMINATION

In the *Qantas* Workplace Determination, the Full Bench of FWC had to apply s 275 and take account of the merit grounds in reaching its conclusion. As argued below, although the Full Bench paid lip service to employees’ ‘legitimate concerns as to their job security’, it made a determination which effectively ignored these concerns.

The Transport Workers’ Union failed to persuade the Full Bench on two major job security clauses: the site rates clause and the 20% cap clause. Both of these major job security clauses had an immediate effect on the labour costs incurred by Qantas. The clauses the Union did persuade the Full Bench to accept had no effect on the labour costs incurred by Qantas: the no forced redundancies clause and the consultation and paid time off for Union representatives.

A: Site Rates Clause

The Transport Workers’ Union sought a site rates clause, which stipulated that if, after consultation, Qantas decides to use supplementary labour and/or outsider hire, Qantas will ensure that they will receive the same rates and conditions as the direct employees. During the industrial dispute, the union told Qantas and the public that the site rates clause was the ‘number one issue’ for its members. The union argued that it wanted the site rates clause in place because it wanted to ensure that the workplace determination will not be undermined or avoided by contracting out and the engagement of contractors. It wanted to increase job security for the direct employees and to make contracting out less attractive for Qantas.

Qantas objected to this clause on merit grounds. Qantas argued that it was already paying its contractors lower rates than its direct employees. Qantas also argued that such a clause was unprecedented both in Qantas and in the airline industry, interfered in the ‘heartland of managerial discretion’, and will lead to an increase in costs, undermine competitiveness, and was ‘inimical to improving productivity’.

The Full Bench viewed the site rates clause as a clause which dealt with contractors and labour hire employees, and not with Qantas’s direct employees. Because the determination was for Qantas and Qantas’s direct employees, the Full Bench held that it was inappropriate for the Workplace Determination to directly or indirectly govern the terms and conditions of
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employment of employees not covered by it. The Full Bench also observed that the use of contractors and labour hire employees was a widespread operational strategy in the airline industry and it allowed airlines to achieve operational flexibility and reduce costs. Grating the site rate clause would overturn the current Qantas approach in using contractors and lead to immediate and significant increases in labour costs. It also took into account Qantas’s strong opposition and its expressed need to reduce costs in a difficult market environment. It concluded the site rates failed on the grounds of merit and because of its negative impact on efficiency and productivity.

What was noticeably missing in the Full Bench’s reasoning was any genuine considerations of job security. As discussed above, s 275(c) required the Full Bench to take into account the interests of employers and employees. The Full Bench paid lip service to job security by acknowledging that ‘in the competitive environment and in the face of organisational restructure, the employees also have legitimate concerns as to their job security’ and that ‘ultimately it is in the interests of both Qantas and its employees that Qantas operates a viable and competitive business and is able to retain, attract and reward skilled and motivated employees.’ However, the Full Bench’s actual reasoning on the site rates clause seemed to ignore employees’ legitimate concerns as to their job security. The site rates clause was intended to bolster the employees’ job security. In its reasons for rejecting the site rates clause, the Full Bench gave priority to Qantas’s need to reduce costs over considerations of job security.

Further, the Full Bench’s reasoning favoured the ‘current Qantas approach’ and what is ‘widespread’ in the airline industry. Whilst these considerations were certainly relevant, the Full Bench did not explain why these considerations should be given more weight than considerations of job security.

B: 20% Cap on Supplementary labour and outside hire

In addition to the sites rates clause, another job security clause the union wanted was a clause which required the total number of supplementary labour and outside hire to be no more than 20% of the total number of directly hired employees at any given time.

This clause, in conjunction with the site rates clause was intended to limit the use of supplementary labour. TWU opposed the extent to which Qantas engaged labour hire and supplementary employees and argued that Qantas should not be permitted to allow the number of direct Qantas employees to dwindle by attrition.
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Qantas contended that this clause should fail on both merit grounds and on jurisdictional grounds. It argued that a percentage cap did not deal with a permitted matter and thus failed on jurisdictional grounds. It also argued against the percentage cap on merit grounds: that it had no precedence within Qantas or the airline industry, it will increase costs and reduce flexibility and did not enhance productivity.

The Full Bench held that this claim failed on merit. It ruled that using contractors and outside hire has been a long standing practice and it has not been shown that current Qantas employees have been adversely affected by this practice. It went on to say:

To interfere with management’s decisions on such a matter would require clear and strong evidence of unfairness. No such case has been established with respect to current employees or otherwise. In the light of this conclusion it is not necessary that we determine whether there is jurisdiction to insert the clause. Even if there is jurisdiction to grant such a clause we would dismiss it on the grounds of merit.

What the Full Bench meant by ‘clear and strong evidence of unfairness’ was ambiguous. The Full Bench did not explain why the fact full time employees were dwindling by attrition was not ‘evidence of unfairness’. A higher and higher percentage of Qantas workers were becoming contractors engaged on worse terms than the direct employees. This was detrimental to the employees’ interests.

Similar to its reasoning on the site rates clause, the Full Bench’s reasoning on the 20% cap clause again effectively ignored employees’ legitimate concerns. It again favoured the ‘current Qantas approach’ and what was ‘widespread’ in the airline industry over the interests of the employees.

C: No forced redundancies clause

Unlike the previous two clauses, TWU was able to persuade the Full Bench on a clause that stated that there will be no compulsory redundancies as a consequence of the utilisation of supplementary labour and outside hire.

Qantas opposed the insertion of the clause into the collective agreement but did agree to issue a side letter with slightly altered wording. The Full Bench ruled that the commitment Qantas was willing to give should be included into the collective agreement. The Full Bench reasoned that although there has been no history of compulsory redundancies as a result of hiring contractors and no plans for this to occur in the near future, the extensive use of contractors did raise legitimate concerns about the impact of these changes on job security.
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The difference between this clause and the two rejected clauses listed above seems to be the fact that there would be no immediate increase in labour cost for Qantas in order to obey this clause. In addition, Qantas had already agreed to the clause anyway in a side letter.

**D: Consultation and Paid Time Off for Representatives**

The union also succeeded in obtaining a clause which required Qantas to weigh up all alternative options before making arrangements to contract out, as well as a comprehensive consultation process and a reasonable time frame for consideration with all Qantas employees affected by such an option. It also required Qantas to provide reasonable resources and paid time off for union nominees and union members to attend meetings to respond to the business case for contracting out and prepare specific in-house bids.

Once again, this clause did not lead to an immediate increase in costs for the employer, because Qantas had provided resources and paid time off in the past. There would be no change to existing practice.

**E: FWC’s Consideration of ‘Interests of Employers and Employees’ in Qantas**

The Full Bench of FWC rejected the site rates clause and the 20% cap clause, but accepted the no forced redundancies clause and the consultation and time off clause. The key difference between them was the fact that the site rates clause and the 20% cap clause led to a direct and immediate increase in the cost of labour for Qantas and departed from existing practice.

By giving such weighty consideration to the cost of labour and existing practice, the Full Bench effectively ignored the employees’ interests in ensuring job security. The site rates clause and 20% cap clause would have increased the employees’ job security.

As discussed in Part VI above, FWC had broad discretion to interpret the merit grounds section. It chose to interpret the section in a way which did not give any weight to the employees’ interests in ensuring job security.

It is unclear how much later decisions will rely on the *Qantas Workplace Determination*, because the Full Bench did emphasise the specific difficulties faced by the aviation industry. This might mean that if a future dispute arose in an industry which was more robust and less affected by the economic downturn than the aviation industry, the outcome could be more favourable for job security.
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VIII: CONCLUSION

This article has argued that ‘permitted matters’ law is unclear and inconsistently interpreted. Cases which concern almost identical job security clauses have received different treatments.

This article has also argued that the ‘interests of employers and employees’ is not clearly defined, thus granting FWC very wide discretion when arbitrating job security clauses in workplace determinations.

Certainly, granting FWC a very wide discretion was a conscious decision by Parliament, but the lack of clarity in the legislation, coupled with the abolition of ‘prohibited content’ has resulted in unpredictable legal outcomes for Australian employers and employees. Historically the tribunal has been reluctant to arbitrate outcomes that interfere with managerial prerogatives. By their very nature, all job security clauses could be construed as interfering with managerial prerogatives, so why not prohibit job security clauses altogether in workplace determinations? This would be a much clearer approach. The previous law of ‘prohibited content’ did exactly that. It would save a lot of time and resources for employees and trade unions who are attempting to argue for job security clauses to be included into a workplace determination and lead to a more efficient legal process.

It is time for Parliament to follow the advice given by legal philosopher Wesley Hohfeld and take action to clarify this area of law.\(^78\)

---
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